Esher
Guide Price £2,500,000 (Freehold)
This is a fantastic six bedroom, four bathroom detached family home on one of Esher s most prestigious roads. Built just over 10 years ago
and just shy of 4000 square foot, it s in excellent condition throughout and has a huge secluded west facing garden. EPC C
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Situated on one of Esher's finest roads and walking distance of

comprehensive bedroom accommodation suits perfectly the needs

Esher and Claygate High Street, this really is a rare opportunity and

of a busy family.

offers everything one could wish for in a family home.
To the front of the property is a gravel driveway with a white gate
and space for up to four cars. You enter into a large entrance
hallway, immediately on your right is the ground floor w/c and
behind this the boot room. To the left is the first reception room,
this makes the perfect study or cinema room. Next is the main living
room which has french doors out to the rear of the house. At the
back is the huge open plan kitchen/breakfast room with a large
dining room to the side. The kitchen has a gorgeous island and built
in white goods and sliding doors leading out to the patio area. The
entire down stairs benefits from underfloor heating .
The first floor has four double bedrooms. The master is double
aspect and has an impressive large walk in dressing room leading in
to a huge en-suite bathroom with his and hers wash basins, w/c,
bath and double walk in shower. Bedroom two has built in
wardrobes and a large en-suite with wash basin, w/c, bath and
double walk in shower. Bedrooms three and four both have have
fitted wardrobes and share the family bathroom which again, has
basin, w/c, bath and double walk in shower. The top floor has two
further bedrooms which share a shower room. Overall the
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Floorplan
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Directions
Littleworth Avenue is one of Esher's most prestigious roads.. Esher High Street with its cosmopolitan range of independent boutiques,
restaurants and shops is a short distance away and Central London is approximately 20 miles with the A3 and M25 Motorway nearby. The
average time to Gatwick and Heathrow Airports is in the region of 30 minutes and direct trains run to London Waterloo. This part of Surrey
has an enviable reputation for its excellent first class state and private schools and there are also a wide selection of fine golf courses and
recreational facilities throughout the district.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASERS: We endeavour to make our sales particulars accurate and reliable, however, they do not constitute or form part of an offer or any contract and
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none is to be relied upon as statements of representation or fact. The services, systems and appliances listed in this specification have not been tested by us and no guarantees as to their
operating ability or efficiency are given. All measurements have been taken as guide to prospective buyers only, and are not precise. If you require clarification or further information on
any points, please contact us, especially if you are travelling some distance to view.
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